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•iJSTRi'iCT 

A program for the routine location of T-phaae sources in the Pacific 
nas been initiated.    Data for  this program is supplied principally by the 
Pacific Missile Range hydrophone network.    Hydrophone records are forwarded 
weekly for reading at Honolulu.    In correlating arrivals records from all 
stations are viewed together.    Correlation is established by similarity 
in shape and level and by locations determined roughly fro« arrival time 
differences.    Arrival times and power levels are read for processing >y 
an IBM 70^0 computer. 

The solution for location and origin time is the least-squares fit 
to all hydrophone arrivals which are weighted according to their distribu 
tion in azimuth and thexr distance from the T-phase source.    The iterative 
solution proceeds on the assumption of zero parallax and flat earth in 
the vicinity of the source. 

Velocity is derived from shot calibrations and from averaging across 
a contour map of local velocity.    For the computer program this is 
expressed as a power series in latitude and longitude for each station 
and for each quadrant of the Pacific. 

A T-phase strength is computed fren readings of peak power level. 
This strength hi computed for a distance of thirty degrees fraa the 
source.    The lower half and the upper quarter of all hydrophone readings 
are arbitrarily rejected from computation of strength as b**ing influenced 
by topographic shadowing or containing mistakes. 

Events which can be correlated at four or »ore hydrophones occur 
at an average rate of about one p*»r h^nr.    Tabulated solutions will be 
published at regiilAr in+ervalB. 



Introduction 

Studies of T phases in  the  Pacific during recent jrears have shown 
that maKy naturally occurrirg seismic  events were detected by SOFAR 
hydrophorse  that were not located by the existing seismograph network. 
Johnson et al.   (1963)  reported that about one-firth of the T-phase 
arrivals at a single hydrophone station could be correlated with earth- 
quake epicenters determined from seismograph data availaole to the 
Coast and Geodetic Survey.     This observation implies  that  tne use of 
the T phase in seismic source location might significantly reduce the 
threshold for seismicity studies of the Pacific and its borders. 

In addition,  studies of tht T-phase mechanisra require a detonninn 
tion of the T-phase  source, as distinct from  the earthquake  focus.     In 
order to satisfy the  requirements of T-phase  research, and in hope of 
providing a supplementary source of data for seismicity studies,  a 
program for routine location of T-phase sources in the. Pacific was 
developed. 

Background 

A statistical method for earthquake location was  first described 
by Geiger (1910),     With the advent of the  high-speed computer,  appli- 
cation of the basic  least-squares technique  is no longer laborious and 
a number of computer programs have been written (Bolt,  I960;  Flinn,  i960; 
Gunst and Engdahl,  1962; Steinhart,  I96h). 

Workers in underwater sound have  tended to favor geometric solutions, 
perhaps because the number of recording stations is usually small and 
also possibly because a lower order of effort is required to develope 
the computer program.    Also,  these programs have generally dealt with 
underwater explosions for which the arrival times are much more precisely 
defined than those of T phases. 

The  reduced precision of arrival  time determination in the present- 
application,  together with the high incidence of events,  requires that 
as many arrivals as possible be read and that all weighting procedures 
be incorporated in the computer program.     These requirements are 
satisfied by the method of least squares which is  employed in the present 
program. 

Data Collection 

Hydrophones are currently bping recorded at five locations in the 
Pacific; Eniwetok, Wake, Midway, Oahu, aid California. A sixth recording 
station in the Aleutians is planned. At each of the Pacific Missile 
Range stations at Eniwetok, Wake, and Midway, data are recorded from four 
widely-spaced hydrophones (-- 100 km). The California record is from two 
weli-spaced hydrophones. Data from two hydrophones are recorded at Oahu, 
but only one is used in computations. 



tec nrris   fr« iroin which arrival times and r-phase po' r levels are read 
are roll-chart displays of sound power level versus time (Fig. 1). The 
charts are multi-c.iarmel,  from these stations having multiple hydrophone 
sites. 

As the T phase is strong in low frequencies,  the signal is passed 
through a 15-cps low-pass filter.     This filtering improves the signal- 
to-noise ratio by 10-20 decibels.    Most ship noise and explosicn signals 
are also eliminated.    Because of the low frequencies,  a low stylus 
response speed is used in order to give a smoother trace aril a more 
meaningful reading of power level. 

To reduce the bulk of records as well as paper costs,  the slowest 
available chart speed is used (0.25 nm/sec).    This practice does not 
compromise reading accuracy as the T-phase peak is typically broad and 
its position cannot usually be defined more precisely than about + 3 
seconds. 

The arrival time of a signal is defined as the time of peak power. 
Each trace is kept near the bottom of its paper channel so that a large 
amplitude T phase will not lose its peak against the stylus stop. 
Jeasonal variations of sea-noise background may make it necessary to 
adjust tiie attenuators so that the traces remain near the bottom of 
the paper channel but not off it. 

The system is calibrated daily for power level by injecting a 
10-cps signal in place of the sea noise at the input to the hydrophone 
amplifier.    This calibration signal is varied by 10-db steps throughout 
the full dynamic  range of the system.    It appears on the record as 
shown in Figure 1.    This calibration signal is used to measure the power 
xevel of T phases. 

On each chart, one margin stylus records 15-second marks from a 
tuning fork chronometer while a second margin stylus is actuated by the 
UuO-and 600-cps t-ones of radio time signals (WWV, WWVH, and JJY).    The 
radio time is essential to detect errors of the local chronometer. 

Chart rolls are changed nearly simultanoously at all stations 
according to a twice-a-week schedule.    They are mailed to Honolulu at 
least weekly. 

Data Processing 

The first task of analysis is to decide which T-pfaaee arrivals at 
the various stations are from the  sam& earthquake.    This is made 
difficult by the fact that there are usually several T waves crossing the 
ocean in different directions at the same time.    To correlate the arrivals, 
all records from a particular set are put onto a large chart table  (Fig.   2). 
The records  are synchronized and cranked across  the table one hour at a 
time. 
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Fig. 1. Roll chart display of sound power level versus time. 



Flg. 2.    View of correlating table. 



Correlation is done by; (1) sc-nning the synchronous chart, display 
for T phases of similar zize  and shape within a possible time range; (2) 
comparing tin bearings at each station as given by the phone-to-phone 
differences in arrival time; and ^3) comparing the station-to^station 
differences of arrival time with the Pacific Ocean chart above the table 
which shows po.Jit.ion lines for given Urne difference.  Distances from 
suspected soiree areas are checked on a 81.28 cm globe with a tape 
calibrsted in OOFAR traval time. 

When a signal is found which correlates at four or more hydrophones 
and at two or mere stations, it is assigned a two-digit serial number. 
This nomber is written on the record over each hydrophone trace which 
shows the signal clearly. The serial numbers and approximate source 
areas are logged for future reference. 

After the correlations have been completed, the records are ready 
for digitizing on an automatic chart reader.  This chart reader is 
connected to a card-punching machine, which translates the data to IBM 
cards.  The automatic chart reader handles one roll at a time and feeds 
the following information to the card-punching machine:  serial number, 
power level, date, arrival tine, and hydrophone number.  It is only 
necessary for th„ operator to align cross hairs, turn switches, and 
press a button. One card is punched for each T phase at each hydrophone. 

One of the "cross hairs" which the operator aligns when measuring 
power level is actually a pencilled curve on a plastic sheet which he 
constructs from the power-level calibration.  Each time he encounters a 
calibration in the chart roll, he checks his curve to see whether it 
agrees with the new calibration.  If it does not, this indicates that the 
system characteristics have changed, perhaps due to recorder sensitivity 
or centering adjustments, or to attenuator changes. As this is precisely 
the purpose of the calibration, the operator reconstructs the curve to 
agree with the new characteristics^ 

After the data from a complete set of chart rolls have been punched 
on cards, thw cards are machine sorted by serial number and by arrival 
time within serial number. They are then ready for the electro ic 
digital computer which solves for source coordinates and origin times. 

Computational Method 

The machine program firs?- checks arrival time differences and the 
number of readings in eacv set to detect gross errors in chart reading. 
It then proceeds to select four hydrophones for use in a geometric fix. 
This geometric fix serves as the starting point for an iterative least- 
squares estimate of the source which uses all arrival times. 

It is commonly thought that three detectors are sufficient to 
obtain a fix where velocity is assumed. However, three hydrophones 
give two solutions (a hyperbola on the surface of a sphere is a closed 
curve) and a fourth hydrophone is still required to resolve the ambiguity. 
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The first h.ydrophone seloctad for th« four-h^ürophone fix 1« the 
one with th» «arll«8t *rriTal tia«.    The second is tho earlieet hydro- 
ptiom asong the remaining recording «t&tione.    If the «ign«l was racorded 
at »or» then two «tationa,  the proces« continue«; if not,  the third 
hydrophone 1« töe sscond «erlieat at the itation recording the eerlieat 
signal.    If only oiw hydrojÄone was recorded at that station,  the choice 
passes to the »ucceedlng station, etc.    The objective is to select four 
hydro pnoües &a tfide^spread as possible but as near the source is possible 
where alternativea exist. 

Although it is possible to obtain 
latitude,  longitude, origin tiae, and 
average velocity froa four hydrophone 
arrivals (yrosch et al., 1961),  the 
purpose of the solution requires only 
that an approxlnat: latitude and 
longitude be obtained,    therefor», for 
this preliminary solution, an average 
SOFAR velocity of 2.32 x ICT« geocentric 
radians per second is assumed to upply 
throughout the Pacific, 

Four-Station Fix 

Consider hydrophones designated 
0,  I, 2, and 3, end increasing dist&nces 
4,   6i,  Ao, and    A3, respectively, fro« 
the source at k.    Distances from hydro- 
phone 0 to the other hydrophones are 

Bö, and B3,  respectively, and angles 
Qf , and  3 , are as shown in Figure 3. 

The basic equations are the set 

H T        ii Ti._ 

Fig. 

for origin time H, arrival time ?^, 
average velocity r, and 1 corresponding 

7 hydrophones 0 through 3* 

Slimirating H between equations 0 and 1 and «uHiplylnj by e. 

dl-^ - T) ♦ Ä •  ä.-^ m eos'^Ccos B^ cos &   ♦ «in B, sin Ä 00« 0) 

Taking the cosine, expanding the left-hand «lae, dividing by «in A , and 



a, gives 

cot A ■ .b— jj : gi£ a ££g S—. (1) 
cos D'i - cos B-. 

wnere 

D, - c(T, - T). 

By parallel construction, 

sin Do ♦ sin Bo cos (0 ♦ «1 
cot ä - 

cos D^ - cos B„ 

EUninating &  , 

S« «in D-. + E-, sin B^ cos .0 » E, sin D-. + EL sin B„ cos (0 + ^) 

where 

%■ cos D. - cos B. . 

Expanding cos {'6 *    ») and collecting terms, 

cos 0 {E^- sin B, - EL sin 3 cos *) ♦ sin 0(E sin B sin a) ■ v"2     IT.    2 1    2 

Bi sin D-, - E0 sin D. i    2   ^     1 

By parallel constimction, 

cog 0 (E, sin B, - E sin B cos t) + sin 0(E sin B sin ß) » 
3    li    3 v i    3    ' 

E^ sin D-, - E-3 sin B^ 

These equations may be solved for cos 0 and sin 0 which may in turn be 
combined to yield a single equation in velocity. As the purpose is to 
achieve a starting point for the iterative lea^t-squares estimate, the 
solution for velocity does not seem profitable.    Rather,  an approximate 



value of 2.32 x iO ^ radians per second is substituted for c in the 
aolutions for sin i and cos 0. Although both of these functions give 
poor resolution when the value of the function is near unity, tan 0, 
foitned from the quotient of sin 0 and ?os 0, yields good resolution' 
throughout the circle. The quadrant of 0 is determined from the 
algebraic signs of the munerator and denominator. 

Distance, h   , may be obtained from (1) or its two parallel 
equations, each of which involves a different paii of hydrophones. 
In cases where two hydropnones are close together in azimuth from the 
source, the small velocity error may cause a large distance error. To 
avoid the selection of such a pair of hydrophones, distance is computed 
.rcm each jf the three equations and the median value is chosen. 

Velocity 

For the final solution,  velocity is dete^dned from a function of 
hydrophone i and p^xnt k.    This function is th- least-squares fit to 
average velocities determined from such fi ?t ealiorations as are avail- 
able and from velocities,  averaged across a contour chart of local 
velocity.  Figure ü,  (Johnson and Norris,  196^),  to selected 1    nts in 
seismically active areas oi  ire Pacific.    Hie function is a power 
series of degree c in latitude L and longitude   ^   of the form 

2      i 
s  «    )       )    ..       r.3 -i,  v * 

The normal equations for obtaining the coefficients a.« are 

r»l jao /=o  r=l 

for h points to which velocity has been measured, p • 0, 1, 2 and 
q ' 0, 1, 2. 

A separate set of coefficients  was   obtain?J for each quadrant of 
the Pacific and a separate set of functions   Wets   derived for each 
recording station. 

Calculation of velocity in geocentric radians for specific recording 
stations obviates the consideration of ellipticity corrections. 

height unction 

The least-squares estimate of the T-phase source is that latitude 
L and longitude X which yields the minimum estimate of the variance 
of origin times to the set of equations 
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»rt. 

(2) 

This definition is completely equivalent to that customarily used in 
determining earthquake, epicenters—that the epicenter is  given by that 
origin time, latitude, and longitude for which the sum of the squares 
of the station residuals (observed minus computed arrival time) is 
minimum. The present definition has the advantage, however, that 
it is not necessary to initially assume s trial origin time as this 
quantity is supplied by the weighted mean of the computed origin times. 

Weighting would be best achieved from an analysis of the computed 
deviations in origin time were the number of recording hydrophones 
statistically significant and uniformly spread in azimuth. However, in 
the present hydrophone network, a T phase for which a source is computed 
is well recorded at an average of six hydrophones. The number of 
independent recording stations is even less. Also, it is the nature 
of T-phase observation that hydrophones are confined to a small sector 
of azimuth with respect to the T-phase source. Therefore, it seems 
appropriate for the present problem to weight according to consideration: 
of geometry. 

The distance,  " , is subject to uncertainties c 6 T and A 6 c/c 
where 6 T and 6 c are uncertainties in arrival time and velocity, 
respectively. Combining these according to the rule for addition of 
errors, the uncertainty in ä is 

.,../' (o 6 T, 
c 

The uncertainty of arrival time varies considerably from event 
to event according to the sharpness of the peak of power level. To 
assess this quantity objectively for each arrival does not appear 
practical considering the high incidence of events and the available 
labor force. A value of three seconds is considered representative and 
is  applied to all arrivals. 

Similarly, the uncertainty in velocity varies with the path as 
certain areas are better calibrated than others and the functions from 
which velocities are computed give varying fits to the calibrations. 
Here, a value of 0.0005 is considered representative of &c/c and is 
applied to all paths. 

If a pair of hydrophones is considered, the uncertainty in the 
hyperbola of position of the source depends both on the uncertainty of 
distances to the two hydrophones and on their difference in azimuth. 
In Figure S, with hydrophones i and m, the hyperbola of position Is 
shown passing through the trial source location k. Y ^ is ^ 

T 
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dlfferwae« in ailauth fro« k of tbm hydrophone p«ir.    The uncertklntic« 
ia dieUnee form e ptrallelogrte with aide    ^ ../sin   V      and    ^^/«in *   .. 
The projection of *&%» parallelogre» upon tiie n^aal to loe hjperboi» i» 
& iMHuiur« of the uoeerteijjty 5 .  in the poeition of the hyperbol*. 

Fig. 5 

If the hyperbola is «pproxlmated by the bisector of y . 

umi  _ "*^ 
y^^ 

<£r;i 

5A Kjn ^, 

iin Y-. 
_   COS   _ 

64 
dU mi 

K.i 6Ä, KT" 

Yrr-i 

The weighting function i« taken as 

n 

%   = /        2ü", i      4* Tiü 
^ sin2       2 ' 

r;(6Äkl * Si 

for arrival ti»ea read at n hydrophone«. 



In obt«inii)g the leaöt-«qu«r«« «stiaÄte of sourc« locttion,  the 
for«ul& for distance i« llnearlied by assuming tero parallsx and flat 
earth in the vicinity of trial source point K    As ahovn in Figure 6, 

X    X, 

Pig. ^ 

Ai •   A^ ♦ ( X  -   \k) cos 1^ sin 0^ -(L - 1^) cos 0^    (3) 

for atimitb öj.i.    Steinbart (196li)f in solving a related problem, 
arrived at an equivalent lineariiatlor* through a Taylor expansion of 
the exact formula.    Tbe coefficients of the latitude and longitude 
differences can alao be obtained by differentiating the exact formula 
(Hodgson, 1937). 

Subetituvicn of (3) into (2' leads to the least-squares estimates 
of   x0 and 1^ 

«       ^ "-' <—• 
wi   FI "/ wi Fa ' wi sr 

r r2 

"OS *\2 0 w, pa) r£ r F2. 
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) «i 

j = —. (A  _ \i cos L, sin 9. . + L cos 6 ) 
cki 

The new coordinates of the source, L and X , are compared with 
the previous estimate, L and X. . If either differs by 0.1 degrees o 
more, then L,. and \,   are replaced by L and  ^0 ar^i the iteration 
continues. If both differ by less than 0.1 degrees, the position is 
accepted, distances Ai are computed and an estimate of origin tine 
is obtained as 

"i 
i wi (Ti " c_ ) 

H » —^ = ± &i 

L0 is converted to geodetic latitude before print-out. 

-i2i. 



Satisfactory estimates are ususlly obtained in three  iterations and 
the machine time per event is about five seconds.    However in cases where 
the recording stai'ons are confined to a small sector of azimuth,  the 
convergence is not adequate for the  flat-earth approximation and  the 
iterative estimates m&y oscillate.    If the oscillations are of decreasing 
amplitude   the  progr.am is  allowed to continue.     If the machine program 
detects increasing amplitudes,   then the last two estimates are averaged 
and iteration proceeds from the midpoint.    If oscillation of increasing 
amplitude again takes place,  then the average of the last two estimates 
Is printed with lower precision indicated by one less significant figure 
in latitude and longitude.    The averaging process is also used to accel- 
lerate convergence if oscillations with decreasing amplitude require 
more than six iterations. 

Measurement of  Precision 

If we consider the variance of origin times,  V,  as a quantity whi^h 
varies continuously with L and    X,   then Loi    Xo is that point at which 
V is a minimum (  v  V = 0).    I*  can be shewn that any vertical section 
through the variance surface is parabolic in the vicinity of L0,    X0, 
The shape of such a section,  then is defined in the vicinity of L0,    ^0, 
by two quantities, V,  and its second derivative.    The variance surface 
at I^j,    X0,  is characterized by V and the LaplAcisn ol  V 

v2v . £v +  3ec2 L _dfv_ 
dL2 d X " 

£in 

(n-l) > w, V 
t1    „2   r    ^- 

where G and P are as defined in (U) and (5). 

It will be noticed that   ?2V is independent of arrival times.    It 
serves as a measure of the accuracy of the geometry of the fiXt the 
position being more sharply determined for larger values of   "«-V.     Bolt 
(1960) recognized the usefulness of such^a measure.    Examples of calcu- 
lations giving high and low values of   ^V aret    (a) An earthquake 
T-phase source in the Marcus-Necker Seamount Chain at 18.7 N, 176.8 E, 
Olh kkm 36s QMT on 27 January 1965 was recorded on four hydrophones at 
Biiwetok,  three at Wake, ^nd three at Midway.     ^2V was calculated as 
3Ü.3 seconds /milliradian^.    Independent calculations using P waves 
gave an epicenter with the same coordinates and one second earlier in 
origin time,    (b)    A T-phase source was computed for a Solomon Island 
earthquake at 11.2 S,~159.L E,  20h öim kls OTT on 22 August 1961i.    It 
was recorded on one hydrophone at Enlwetok,  two at Wake,  and one at 
Midway.      ^V was 1.0,    The C & OS epicenter was at 10.1 S,  161.7 E, 

Oh 7m 51.7s.     Figure 7 shows  the geometry of both fixes. 

Oscillation is . e to occur when   v^7 is less than 2. 



Flg.   '.    Chart of  fixe^  lllustratinÄ   V2V- 



T-Phase Streng Ui 

■13" 

Measurements of power level of the T-phase peak at the various 
hydrophones are used  to compute a f-phage strength—a concept similar to 
©art rquake magnitude.    The T-phsse^strength i^  intended to represGnt tte 

ihe T phase peax pf)wer ievei,  in decibels relative to 0.1 microbar, of 
at a distance of 30° from the source on an unobstructed path,   and as seei 
through a system with a frequency response equivalent to that of the 
Pacific Missile Ranc^e stations.    The effect Oi   the PMR system response 
is to shift the peak of the T-phase power spectrum to about 10 cps.    The 
0,1 microbar reference was chosen so that all power level measurements 
would be positive.    The 30° distance was chosen as the length of a 
typical T-phase rith from source to hydrophone.    Such adjustjaoiita,  then, 
as are necessary to compute the power level at  th«* st-andard 30" riin+nm-w 
are minimized. 

Reduction of each reading to the 
by the formula 

itandard distance is accomplished 

\   * 10 log 2 sin   A •   ♦ 11. 

for standartl power level S,  and measured power level P.    The second 
term on the right, hand side of the equation accounts for spatial 
spreading over the earth's surface while the third term accounts for 
losses at a rate of 1.6 db per megayard as reported by ürick (196lj) 
for a frequency of 10 cps.    For the computer solution,   A ^ is in radians 
and the loss coefficient is shown in appropriate units (do/radian). 
A point source,  such as an underwater explosion, would require an 
additional term to account for spreading of the signal in time  (Urick, 
ibid).    The earthquake T-phase source, however,  is spread in both time 
and space, and the T-phase peak is typically broader than the rise 
time of the explosion S0FAR signal.     Time spreading,  then, does not 
affect the measurement of peak power of the T phase. 

Depending on the location of a particular source, arrivals at 
certain hydrophones,  although readable, are along paths partially 
obstructed by topographical features.    The power levels at those hydro- 
phones are consequently low.    Also,  the incidence of mistakes leading to 
inordinately high readings of power level is not negligible.    As 
the volume of data makes the subjective investigation of each case 
prohibitive, and as the minimum number of hydrophones used in determining 
a T-phase source is four,  it seems appropriate,  in the case of the four- 
station fix,  to arbitrarily eliminate the lowest two and the highest 
standard power levels and to accept the next highest value as the T-phase 
strength. 

j 
T 



To extend this evaluat; 
formula has been devised 

to fuces from n hydropnones tne fuliowi; 

wntre 

arid 

iti/k 

e 
S 

* 1 " 
n + e 

9 

where 

ard 

3n 
.Is 

3n*U_ 

e 
2 

n 
2 1-? 

f 
h 

r 3n 
; TT . i - ^ 

where brackets signify that the next smaller integer value is to be 
ueed if the value within the brackets Is not. an integer 
in ascending values.    S is the T-phase strength. 

S^ is ordered 

It is noted that  the evaluation of T-phase strength does not 
consider the degree of coupling of body waves to T waves at the source, 
azinuthal radiation patterns at the  source,  nor the  relative efficiencies 
of the wave guides  to  the various hydrophones. 



Read cor.stants 

Head arrival  times 

Select lour arrival  times for geometric  fix 

Calculate four-station fix 

-i- 
-}   Calculate velocities from velocity function 

-v 

differences 
>0.10 

Calculate weights 

N^ 
Estimate least-squsi'ea latdturfe and lnnf»i*"de 

i 
Compute L^ - L0 and     - k ~ ^o 

differences   <0.10 

-> print out L0,   I o»      o 

Calculate origin times, mean origin time, 
deviations, standard deviation, and Laplacian 
uf variance. 

—> print oat 

Calculate Standard power levels and T-phase 
strength 

-) print out 

Halt or proceed to next event 
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THa   ^nnjpi ■ t ^ P   r computer Output  is  obLajned or  punched cards,   prj 
on a pxotted map.     The printer output contains detaiis of  the sriution 
process as  aids  in  reviewing and screening  the  resuits.     The  cards  for 
events whose solutions appear ^   adequate are pulied frori the deck.     If 
it appears  that  the  rcjults can oe  impreved  sufficiently by deleting 
inconsistent  input data,  the solution is  recomputed. 

The data  from remaining r.utput cards is  then listed on raultilith 
masters, 
columns 

A sameIn listi mplo listing is shown in Figure 0.  The explanation of the 

Columns  1- M D H I Ireenwich Mean Time of T-phase source 

Columns 6-7 LAT    LONG Geodetic  coordlnntofi of T-ph^^e  source 

Column      8 AREA Name descriptive of 10° square contaii 
ing T-phase source 

Column  9 ID Standard deviation of origin times 

Column 10 CQNV Convergence of the gradient (Laplacian) 
of variance of origin times in seconds 
squared per mi Hi radian squared 

Column 11 NO Nun. JV  of hydrophones read 

Column    12 DB T-phase strength in decibels relative 
to 0.1 microbar 

Lis-^ will   be mailed at   recular intervals  to interested addressees. 
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A progra» for the routine location of T-phase sources in the Pacific has been 
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Range hydrophone network.    Hydrophofte records are forwarded weekly for reading at 
Honolulu,    In correlating arrival« records fro» all stations are riewed together. 
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Event« which can be correlated at four or «or« hydrophone« occur at an 
«Terage rate of about one per hour.    Tabilated solution« wiJl be published at 
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